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have been needed to prevent its development. The
internal combustion engine applied to transport is
now creating a different problem. To provide suitable
roads for the motor hundreds of millions of pounds
have been spent on improving their surface and
making them safe for the faster traffic which modern
conditions require. The defective state of the law
has made it profitable for landowners to build the
houses which people need along the frontage of these
roads. The children who live in them run straight
from their doors or gates into arteries of traffic far
more dangerous than the main line of a railway. The
danger is greatly enhanced by the fact that the
vehicles serving the houses have to stand in the road
itself, narrowing and confusing the passage available
for traffic, and obscuring the view alike to pedestrians
and drivers. In a road so fringed with houses five
people on the average are killed where one only was
killed before the houses were built. It has also been
shown that the cost of providing public services,
schools, playing grounds, churches, etc., is enormously
greater for 10,000 people housed along main roads
than if they were housed in a properly planned com-
munity, a little removed from the main artery of
traffic. In result vast profits are reaped by the land-
owner and speculative builder. The loss falls on
those at whose cost the road has been built, and also
on those who are housed along it. This process is fast
converting the main roads through England into
long, continuous streets. From the millions who pass
along them the beautiful countryside is concealed
by houses. These manifold evils have led to a public
outcry for a change in the present law and for housing
the people in properly planned townships.
My suggestion is that all such problems can and
should be brought to the test of one final question—
how will the change proposed affect the people to
whom it is applied, in diminishing or increasing their

